Across:
1.

The city of a state or country where it's government resides

3.

Ancient Egyptian “cursive” writing

7.

Capital of the USA

10. Animals that are active during the night and sleep during the day
11. Ancient Egyptian person who could write and copied texts before printing was invented
14. Ancient Egyptian writing
15. Boreal forest, evergreen biome
16. Biome of the Amazon
18. Egypt is on the continent of ___________
23. Cultivating and growing crops
25. A flat plain between the branches of the mouth of a river
27. Yearly flooding of the Nile river
29. In which biome do trees leave their leaves every year during the fall?
32. Evil brother of Horus' father
33. Ground that is always frozen
34. The __________ Stone was key in deciphering Egyptian hieroglyphs
35. Tropical rainforests are found on our Earth near the _______________
36. Biome of Egypt
37. Ancient Egyptians invented paper, they made it from ___________ reeds that grew along
the Nile river banks

Down:
2.

King of Ancient Egypt

3.

Capital of Hawaii

4.

Biome near the top of the world, where it almost never rains and the ground is frozen
hard as a rock

5.

River in Egypt

6.

Plants and animals that once existed but now no longer do

8.

How do Ranofer and Heqet call the old man with the donkey?

9.

In which biome are the US states of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas and
Oklahoma?

12. Habitat of plants and animals that have adapted to living in a certain climate
13. Major US river
16. Ancient Egyptian Sun God
17. Good character traits like patience, courage and kindness
19. In the USA, we measure temperature in what unit?
20. Ancient Egyptian structures in Giza
21. Oval shape around the name of ancient Egyptian kings to protect them from evil spells
22. Land that can produce an abundance of crops, we call ______________ (adjective) land
24. Ancient Egyptian word that meant life force in all things
26. The city in ancient Egypt where the story of “The Golden Goblet” takes place.
28. Isis' husband who became the god of the underworld
30. Ancient Egyptian word for the soul that lived on after death
32. Name of US desert state
32. Name of the desert West of the Nile river

